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 To determine the ideal pedagogical strategies for the training of students of 

Surgical Instrumentation at the Simón Bolívar University. Various sources 

and documents have been used to locate bibliographic archives since 2021-

2 such as bibliographic searches, scientific publications, ScienceDirect 

university library database review, Google Academic, Scopus, critical 

reading. The resulting profile consisted of 34 references, which were 

included in the bibliographic matrix as a complement to our project. The 

articles found are from different years between 2011-2021. The 

implementation of pedagogical strategies would depend largely on the 

characteristics of the students, as well as the environmental and cognitive 

components of the delivery method, since students can interact and learn 

from the help of various platforms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Pedagogical strategies are all the actions carried out by the teacher, in order to facilitate the training and 

learning of students [1], these are supplies to train those who have shortcomings due to the lack of knowledge; 

the strategies are composed of these training activities that influence the training process where it is sought 

that they acquire knowledge, values, practices, procedures and problems in the field of training.  Law No. 30 

of December 28, 1992, states that higher education, without prejudice to the specific purposes of each field 

of knowledge, will awaken in learners a reflective spirit, aimed at achieving personal autonomy, within a 

framework of freedom of thought and ideological pluralism that takes into account the universality of 

knowledge and the particularity of the cultural forms existing in the country. Therefore, higher education will 

be developed within a framework of teaching, learning, research and teaching freedoms [2]. 

 

Likewise, the teacher must capture the student's attention, present material, evaluate performance and help 

him improve in his training. Therefore, to describe the magnitude of this problem, it must be considered 
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whether surgical instrumentation teachers implement the best strategies to promote a good education towards 

their students. In relation to the above, it is intended to study the ideal pedagogical strategies for students of 

the surgical instrumentation career, taking into account situations such as the pandemic, which brought with 

it the implementation of new resources in higher institutions to give classes in virtual mode, however in higher 

education "it is often overlooked that students already have many years of regulated study behind them,  since 

it is not difficult for teachers to identify certain attributes and classify particular strategies with criteria such 

as: a] students with initiatives and persistent in learning tasks, b] confident, strategic and resourceful in the 

face of obstacles and problems, c] sensitive and self-reactive to the results of their performance, among 

others"[2]. For this reason, the need to develop this article as a reflection on the teaching-learning process in 

the university context is seen, it must respond to the social and educational challenges, which are associated 

with the use of new technologies, work demands, the space-time gap and learning styles [3], and it is essential 

to attend to what has been raised in order to truly analyze the most frequent problems that characterize the 

teachers of this career, since it has an impact on the knowledge acquired by students, and if there is this 

problem it means that they are not being properly trained; that is why it is sought, that the new generations of 

students and teachers manage to promote spaces where different strategies are implemented, activities are 

carried out for a better understanding and thus acquire the knowledge required to optimize their education. 

 

Currently, the demands of the globalized world make it necessary to implement teaching styles and ways, so 

that learning is dynamic and creative, and awakens the interest of students as actors in this process [1], [4]. 

 

2. Methodology 

Various sources and documents have been used to locate bibliographic archives since 2021-2 such as 

bibliographic searches, scientific publications, review of databases of the sciencedirect university library, 

scopus, critical reading. The resulting profile consisted of 34 references, which were included in the 

bibliographic matrix as a complement to our project. The items found are from different years between 2011-

2021.  

 

3. Education 

Education is understood as the acquisition of a set of skills, knowledge and learning. It is given through 

studies, research, opinions and teachings through a teacher towards his students; it should be clarified that 

education is not only accessed in the teacher-student relationship, but that people have the ability to educate 

themselves through self-taught learning [5]. The term education has been known for a long time because 

adults trained children and young people with all the knowledge they thought necessary in their time and as 

time went by institutions were implemented, that is, sites created especially for learning, known today as 

schools; from this point we began to talk about formal and informal context [not schooled] [6]. 

 

3.1 Formal education 

Generally formal education is carried out in schools where people can acquire skills and academic training 

through a transition of levels, in such a way when a stage is concluded a certification or formative recognition 

is delivered, formal education is established by levels that are: 

• Primaria: It refers to the basic stage of training, ensures that the student will be able to read and write 

[literacy], handle basic calculations, as well as knowledge considered essential in society [7]. 

• Secondary: It is intended that students at this level have enough skills to be able to function in society, 

they prepare for university in order to carry out their life and work plan. Superior: This level is focused on 

the development of skills for the creation of new knowledge and critical thinking, problem solving and the 

acquisition of specialized and specific knowledge. This education is with the aim of training people who in 

the future can exercise and practice everything learned. 

https://www.teikyomedicaljournal.com/
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The future of universities consists of a commitment to the education of people throughout their lives; ongoing 

and integral formation is the central aspect of successful integration. In this sense, it is no longer possible to 

think that higher education can continue to be a terminal educational phase, which only grants university 

degrees and scientific degrees [8]. 

 

Therefore, in these educational levels, a series of methodologies, strategies, tools, etc., are used in order to 

achieve a greater appropriation of knowledge [9]. 

 

3.2 Pedagogy and education 

There is commonly a confusion regarding these concepts, however, to become clear about the term pedagogy, 

the concept of education must be understood correctly. This is because pedagogy originates from education, 

because of the need that arises to systematize and create methods to access education, in other words, they 

are forms in the transmission of knowledge, traditions, values or culture [10]. 

 

3.3 Pedagogy 

This term refers to the science responsible for studying education, in order to understand education as a 

sociocultural phenomenon, there are other sciences that serve as a complement in the understanding of 

education, such as, for example, history, psychology, sociology, politics. Pedagogy has the task of instructing 

educational acts based on various practices, techniques, principles and methods. This science has been studied 

for years so there are pedagogues who proposed their own theories on pedagogy, in addition pedagogy is 

associated with the science called andragogy, which consists of forming people as permanent humans, taking 

into account the situations they face and social and cultural experiences [11].  Among the main characteristics 

of pedagogy we find that it serves as an important tool for educational planning, because it is based on 

methods, and processes to transmit knowledge, skills or values. As mentioned before, this science is studied 

by many thinkers who contribute their vision and approaches, hence the implementation of pedagogy in 

schools, at home and in all areas in which the child develops [12]. 

 

In pedagogy, different types are proposed with different approaches since some focus on teachers and others 

on the student. 

 

3.4 Types of pedagogies 

o Children's pedagogy.  [ranging from 0 years to 7 years.] as its name indicates this type of pedagogy 

is in order to study the education of children since each stage of growth is important, but that of a child is 

vital because at that time it is that fundamental skills are acquired for the rest of life, in this phase is that the 

bases for all learning will be formed, so the work applied by teachers at this time is fundamental [13]. 

o Therapeutic pedagogy. This area of teaching is responsible for detecting and resolving the specific 

teaching and learning conflicts that students may have, to develop a learning plan that adapts to their needs, 

to find the ideal learning rhythm. These are usually children and adolescents with problems with general 

education or special education support [14]. 

o If necessary, you can also refer one of these people to specialists in other fields of nursing, for 

example, if they have any kind of organic or neurodevelopmental problem. 

o Special pedagogy. Unlike the previous field, this field focuses almost entirely on meeting the 

educational needs of people with a certain type of disability. Whether it is sports problems, cognitive 

impairments or mental disorders, they can receive basic and functional education to adapt to their environment 

and have opportunities for integral development in the future. 

o Social pedagogy. The main objective is to develop equal access to education and to make education 

work for the development of all. This pedagogy focuses on social conflicts that affect the quality of people's 
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learning, including in educational action plans, such as social and cultural events that affect people's 

behaviour and learning. For example, countries often in wars and conflicts, countries without economic 

resources to go to school, schools with few academic resources, etc. [15] 

o Experimental pedagogy.  This type of pedagogy focuses on improving the teaching and learning 

process of adults and the elderly, so that they have the opportunity to receive a quality education if they wish, 

also if they decide to dedicate themselves to continue training the rest of their lives, or to keep the mind active 

and active, they can even implement this pedagogy to avoid the appearance of degenerative diseases and 

emotional deterioration [as is the case of the elderly] [ 16]. 

o Sports pedagogy.  This has its field of action in sports, so the pedagogue is not only considered as an 

educator but also as an instructor, who should be concerned with obtaining the most complete and functional 

instruments so that the adolescent can take advantage of the sports discipline at the highest, in this way he 

manages to increase his performance and stand out in it. In addition, it focuses on receiving complete 

comprehensive education, in this way the adolescent is not only trained in his sports career, but also achieves 

an ideal and elementary academic training that will help him in his future [17]. 

o Technological pedagogy.  This is a somewhat novel and very useful field, as well as significant for 

current and future education. It is about studying both the benefits and the obstacles generated by new 

technologies in the academic field, so that the advantages of it can be used to increase learning and offer a 

novel and attractive experience for young people [18]. In the same way, it seeks to teach both students and 

parents and teachers to take advantage of new technologies to expand academic knowledge, through digital 

teaching-learning tools, training courses and recreational activities. In short, pedagogy is that fundamental 

tool without which education cannot evolve. 

o Critical pedagogy.  In this type of pedagogy it is clear that its objective is to change the traditional 

system of learning by developing critical thinking in students and thus it is of great help to form people who 

dare to question and challenge their practices and beliefs based on proven references, this type of pedagogy 

is seen above all in the economic field, social, political, in areas that involve carrying out studies and research 

projects [19]. 

o Pedagogy in health: Pedagogical practice is the professional development from the transformation of 

this same, the production of valid knowledge that is based on scientific, cultural and educational knowledge; 

individual and collective processes where they include new generations to build new approaches and 

pedagogical models [20]. We can say that practice is a way of doing, of saying, a set of acts that are directed 

to the same horizon; each person has a different system when it comes to acquiring knowledge related to a 

specific field. Therefore, pedagogy is the creation of strategies which the teacher develops to guide the student 

and focus his attention, and it is observed how he finds his theoretical source in school practices referring to 

a complex set of situations in order to promote the education of students in their process of practical training. 

 

3.5 Strategies 

As far as strategy in general is concerned, they are plans and procedures aimed at achieving an objective, so, 

in the context of education they are the processes used by teachers for students to learn, it could be said that 

strategies achieve that students have an integrated learning; therefore, the teacher must have mastery of their 

knowledge and strategies that help them in the process of transmission/acquisition of the contents to be 

presented [21]. 

 

It is highlighted that teachers must make use of a fundamental discipline for education which is the science 

oriented to the investigation of teaching and learning methods known as pedagogy, taking into account that 

it is not only to witness the formation of people but to accompany them throughout their formative stage. This 

science is implemented in order to create teaching strategies to help the student in the acquisition of 

knowledge in an easier and more dynamic way. 
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We can also say that students learn in a more meaningful way when the teacher clearly establishes 

relationships between the knowledge he imparts and the methodology he uses to do so; therefore, students 

use strategies to learn when the teacher proves to be strategic to teach [Monereo & Castelló, 1997]. That is, 

the use of strategies achieves significant learning in students as long as the teacher appropriates to educate 

and teach them, which help them to learn in an easier and more didactic way [8]. 

 

3.5.1 Pedagogical strategy 

These are those actions of the teacher with the purpose of facilitating training and learning, using didactic 

techniques which allow to build knowledge in a creative and dynamic way. 

 

Within the training of health professionals, the introduction of pedagogical strategies is aimed at promoting 

good teaching to their students, requires the ability to learn, acquire knowledge and understanding to improve 

practice [22]. 

 

Any technique used as a strategy in student learning aims to establish and apply logical procedures in a set of 

actions and / or activities coordinated, articulated and focused on guiding the teaching of learners. 

 

3.6 Pedagogical strategy in the face of new challenges 

The pedagogical strategies are called as this action that the teacher carries out with the aim of facilitating the 

learning of the students and contributing to their academic development, through a line of pedagogical 

strategies that he uses to achieve in the students a better learning. 

 

The new challenges of higher education demand the acquisition and development of strategies that can be 

useful to respond to the new demands of the work environment and achieve better learning outcomes in 

university students. 

 

In university education, it is often overlooked that students already have many years of regulated study behind 

them. Nor does the average student usually assess the learning patterns he has followed or the range of 

teaching actions in which he has been immersed [2] 

 

In this order, it must be taken into account that the strategies can be changing as time progresses and 

depending on the specific situation, so these must be reconsidered since, Currently, Barranquilla and the 

Department of the Atlantic, is going through multiple crises derived from the global pandemic Covid-19; 

highlighting those related to the educational fact. The lack of access to technological tools, the lack of digital 

skills on the part of teachers and students, the deficiencies of connectivity and the absence of relevant 

pedagogical strategies stand out, which play an important role in training for learning, coexistence and 

democracy. To this is added, the school dropout caused by economic emergencies [23]. 

 

A referenced example of an after-the-minute strategy: the objective of the research was to implement virtual 

pedagogical strategies that allow students of basic and secondary education in Colombia to continue their 

learning from home, focused on the achievement of educational objectives and their integral development 

[24]. 

 

3.7 Use of technological tools as an innovative pedagogical strategy 

This strategy is very useful due to the advances that have been obtained over the years considering that we 

are in a technological era, however, this strategy more than implementing it for an improvement in teaching 

has been imposed in the last two years due to the world situation [COVID 19 pandemic] despite the fact that 
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the Ministry of National Education,  articulated with the Ministry of ICT, have focused efforts so that teachers, 

as well as Colombian children and young people master digital skills, the distance between resources and 

pedagogical subjects are evident and consequently, the concern must be translated into the design of policies 

that transform pedagogical practices, facilitating the use of strategies mediated in an appropriate way, 

articulated with pedagogical and technological innovation strategies that guarantee the proper teacher and 

student training in the management of technological resources [23]. 

 

however, the real problem is that some teachers and students have not taken advantage of these tools in the 

best way, thus hindering the learning process.  Various causes are identified for the lack of correct use of 

these strategies and technological tools, which were previously cited in the index pedagogical strategies in 

the face of new challenges.  In the current project we will mention some methodologies that can be very 

useful if they are complemented by technology, since it has to raise awareness that these advances brought 

many possibilities to simplify access to education in terms of place and time, the search for information more 

easily, simple and access to huge databases. 

 

Blended learning has been presented as a promising student-centered model that emphasizes the learning 

outcome rather than the educational process, but can negatively affect students' engagement with learning 

[25]. 

 

Effective implementation would depend largely on the characteristics of the students, as well as the 

environmental and cognitive components of the delivery method, where the benefits should be reflected in 

learning since students can interact and learn from various platforms, thus encouraging participation during 

classes, as well as learning at a distance and in flexible schedules, in addition to being able to customize your 

classes according to your needs. 

 

Regarding teachers, these strategies are fundamental because they have excellent organizational, planning 

and teaching tools, thus saving a lot of time. 

 

The use of technological platforms strengthens digital communication with all school and university staff, as 

students share concerns, teachers manage their groups and administrators monitor class achievements. It is 

very important to note that with the advances, educational software has been created to identify the risk of 

desertion early, this in order to be attentive to students. Finally, we cannot fail to mention economic savings 

and even ecological care [the decrease in physical materials] Online learning has become the new normal in 

many medical and health science schools around the world, courtesy of COVID-19. Satisfaction with online 

learning is an important aspect of promoting successful educational processes. The adoption of a combination 

of synchronous and asynchronous approach, the incorporation of different applications to engage students 

and timely feedback are essential to increase student satisfaction [26]. 

 

Universities are recording more and more lectures and making them available to students online. Although 

the technology for recording these lectures is now solidly implemented and integrated in many institutions, 

the impact of the use of recorded lectures on exam performance is unclear [27]. 

 

4. Methodology implemented by teachers 

The methodology is the aspect in which the teachers work the most, it can be said that this is what to make 

of them, the programming of the topics and contents, therefore, not only the didactic units are included but 

the strategies that are proposed by the teachers and students in the day to day [21]. 
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It takes into account the technological platforms used by institutions when teaching, making this resource part 

of their daily lives, as well as the possession of technological skills for professional performance adapting 

students to various academic situations. [collaborative learning methodology], we can see that there are 

methodologies that have been proposed to make changes to adapt them to the new situation of COVID 19, 

are mentioned below. 

 

4.1 Types of traditional and innovative pedagogical methodologies 

Traditional educational methodologies: among the most classic or traditional, are the following types: 

o Master classes or talks of the docente. 

o Learning and teaching processes based on knowledge or knowledge. 

o Internship in a laboratory. 

o Tutorials: interviews and follow-up. 

o Performing exercises and checking the results. 

o Learning through repetition. 

o Innovative teaching methodologies: while, in innovative methodologies, the following stand out 

mainly: 

o Gamification in the classroom. 

o Thinking-based learning. 

o Project-based learning: We must encourage learners to set their own goal and assess progress in the 

process of reaching the goal through different ways of achieving the goals [28]. 

 

Design Thinking: It is a thought in which it has the purpose of identifying and improving the problems of 

each student based on creation and innovation making possible the satisfaction of all. 

 

Cooperative learning "Alliance makes strength". This may be the slogan of this method. Cooperative learning 

is based on grouping students in teams that positively influence the universal development of learning. The 

promoters of this procedure highlight that working in a group has 3 main advantages: It improves attention, 

increases involvement and enhances the acquisition of knowledge. 

 

4.2 Flipped classroom as a methodology based on 4 fundamental pillars for teaching. 

A system that provides students to prepare their classes outside the classroom, making them access new 

content and either in the classroom perform activities and interact taking as support the technologies 

implemented for their teaching and having a teacher as a guide in their learning. 

This methodology comprises some pillars, which are: 

o "F" Flexible Environment. This pillar refers to the ability to adapt and change the study environment, 

including the physical part since students can choose where and when to learn and the teacher must make the 

time necessary for this learning to occur or how they are evaluated more flexible [29]. 

o "L" Learning culture. At this point the students are the center of attention within the classroom, where 

active participation in the formation of their own knowledge is given and their evaluation is enabled. 

o "I" Intentional content. It refers to the need to decide what is fundamental for the student of a specific 

class and what materials the students should have to build their learning. with the aim of optimizing class 

time and thus adopting various teaching methods according to the educational level or subject. 

o "P" Professional educators. The last pillar highlights the important and more demanding role of the 

teacher in a flipped classroom than in a traditional one, this role is transformed to observe, guide and evaluate 

the work of their students in real time, reflect on their practice, share and learn from other teachers or assume 

less visible roles [30]. 
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4.3 Use of project-based learning methodology together with gamification 

This way of teaching students is using a method in which different types of cases are presented to them so 

that they investigate, create knowledge and develop critical thinking when solving a problem [31], this will 

be very favorable if complemented by gamification that is understood by the use of strategies, models or 

dynamics which have a purpose of transmitting a message or content to change some behavior through 

motivation or in a playful experience. 

 

These methodologies are fundamental since they serve as a complement between them considering that each 

student manages a different way of retaining and learning all knowledge, it should be clarified that there are 

factors that prevent good project-based learning from being achieved because students are deficient in 

knowledge in research methodology, some the lack of economic resources [technological tools] and lack of 

time are associated with the non-realization of  projects, on the other hand is the motivation on the part of the 

teacher the didactics he manages, the mastery of the subject he may have, his teaching style, the experience 

in research and the interest in teaching to investigate 

 

4.4 The strategies and methodologies implemented in clinical practice in health and in the classroom 

Clinical practice is understood as the purely healthcare functionality of the health field. Its extensive scope 

reflects each of the functionalities and occupations carried out by health experts to address the full range of 

human experiences and responses to health and pathology. The care functionalities remain oriented to the 

promotion, defense, maintenance, replacement, rehabilitation and palliation of health. Many of the skills to 

be achieved by the graduated health professional are acquired in the subjects where clinical practice is carried 

out. Currently there are several methodologies that pursue the scope of competencies in clinical practice: 

team-based learning, virtual forum, portfolio, reflective diary, critical incident, among others, it is essential 

to mention that there are three actors involved in the clinical learning process are: students, clinical tutors and 

academic tutors [32]. 

 

4.5 Strategies and methodologies implemented in the training of health students, both clinical and in the 

classroom. 

When surgical instrumentation students have the time to start their clinical training practices, it has to be 

taken into account; that although the care implementers [clinic staff] are of great help to them, because in any 

case they are learning every day from their knowledge, it is the tutors who have to detect the needs for 

learning, contribute to achieving the required competencies and evaluate their knowledge in the care units in 

an understandable way with the practitioners,  following all the rigor required to practice this profession[33] 

 

The methods they use to assess knowledge are: 

o Management of checklists, evaluation sheets and attendance, so that students practice and remember 

techniques and topics previously seen in the theory, as well as serving to take the initiative of a good 

organization in terms of formal paperwork that is carried out in a clinic or hospital with each patient. 

o One more worker: they encourage the work in the students since in their clinics assigned for the 

practices, they must help in the sterilization center in the elaboration and packaging of each input, material 

and instruments. 

o Review techniques, anatomy, among others... before each surgical intervention. 

o Evaluate the student in the way he develops in the surgical acts 

 

Other learning methodologies that can be used are: 

A critical incident is an event in professional practice that can elaborate indecision, surprise or other feelings 

thanks to an unexpected case. In health, the preparation of a critical report by students promotes critical 
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reasoning and seeks resolutions to the case from the available scientific evidence, thus developing reflective 

learning.  It will be explained below that the curricula also have a flexible component that allows the 

development of the potentialities of each student through the problem-based learning method of clinical cases 

in the teaching-service relationship and interdisciplinary team [34]. 

o -Clinical cases, Methodology often used in the environment of the practices, both at the level of the 

teaching staff and at the degree of the clinical tutors. Among its properties we have the possibility of 

highlighting: approach guided by questions and not by answers; promotes motivation for collaboration in the 

educational process by increasing students' interest in solving problems; enables the interaction between 

theory and practice; promotes critical reasoning through meditation and learning through experience and 

argumentation. In addition, it helps students to implement priorities through the health care process; supports 

the development of competences in relation to cognition, communication, methods and capabilities of group 

work. It therefore allows standardization, diagnosis and interventions and the allocation of a scientific cost to 

practice based on clinical truth [34]. 

 

Surgical Instrumentation students who enter operating rooms are in a demanding context because they have 

direct contact with the surgical patient. In this scenario, the knowledge acquired in the classroom is put into 

practice and the guidance provided by the teacher of the formative practice influences [35]. 

 

o Case study, a method that explains a real situation in a specific environment, thus analyzing the way 

in which the phenomena to be found are expressed and evolve. It is important to describe an overall product, 

where the environment is decisive. In addition, it allows both meditation and the investigation of situations 

with clinical complexity where the procedure serves as a source of learning and positive optimization 

proposals in patient-directed care. In this way it benefits reflective practice both in the clinical field and in 

the teacher. It adds in the students several competences to the degree of care [observation or clinical judgment] 

and intellectual [description, study, critical thinking, bibliographic research, inquiry, scientific 

communication, etc.] [35]. 

 

5. Conclusion 

It is essential to use different methodologies and strategies together, since they serve as a complement between 

them considering that each student manages a different way of retaining and learning all knowledge. Se should 

clarify that there are factors that prevent good project-based learning from being achieved because students 

are deficient in knowledge in research methodology, some lack of economic resources and lack of time are 

associated with the non-realization of good learning.  On the other hand, there is the motivation of the teacher, 

the didactics he manages, the mastery of the subject he may have, his teaching style, the experience in research 

and the interest in teaching to investigate.  The methodology is the aspect in which teachers work the most, it 

can be said that this is what to make of them, the programming of the topics and contents, therefore, not only 

the didactic units are included but the strategies that are proposed by the teachers and students in the day to 

day. It should be borne in mind the technological platforms used by institutions when teaching, making this 

resource part of their daily lives, as well as the possession of technological skills for professional performance, 

adapting students to various academic situations. 

 

However, the real problem is that some teachers and students have not taken advantage of these tools in the 

best way, thus hindering the learning process. Effective implementation would depend largely on the 

characteristics of the students, as well as the environmental and cognitive components of the delivery method, 

where the benefits should be reflected in learning since students can interact and learn from various platforms, 

thus encouraging participation during classes, as well as learning remotely and in flexible schedules, in 

addition to being able to customize your classes according to your needs. The use of technological platforms 
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strengthens digital communication with all school and university staff, as students share concerns, teachers 

manage their groups and administrators monitor class achievements.  Adopting a combination of synchronous 

and asynchronous approach, incorporating different applications to engage students, and timely feedback are 

imperative, to increase student satisfaction. 
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